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In 1976 the American painter R. B. Kitaj was asked by the Arts Council of Great Britain to curate an exhibition by 

British artists for display at the Hayward Gallery in London. Kitaj titled the show, The Human Clay, and said of his 

selection: “I was looking mostly for pictures of the single human form as if they could be breathed on, whereupon 

they would glow like beacons of where art has been and like agents of a newer life to come.” i

The human figure, and more specifically the face, is the very first form we recognise and respond to by sight. Kitaj 

believed this creates the basis on which all great art is formed, further arguing that art’s core mission lay in 

unearthing the reality of significant and sacred human experience. In 2016 Howard Halle, the chief art critic for 

Time Out New York, wrote a short piece on what he considered to be the top ten paintings of all time, and three of 

the works in Halle’s list fit Kitaj’s criteria beautifully. They are: Mona Lisa, by Leonardo da Vinci (1503–19), Girl 

with A Pearl Earring, by Johannes Vermeer (1665) and Arrangement in Grey and Black No. 1, by James Abbott 

McNeill Whistler (1871). ii

So, in the 21st century what could be left to say by an artist who wishes to draw a simple portrait? For Kitaj the 

answer lies in the desire to return to the origins of creative practice and find again that which is original. In his 

introduction to The Human Clay Kitaj observed how in the 20th century Piet Mondrian had developed an agenda 

for emotional separation in painting when he conceived art to be a “life substitute”. Kitaj explained that “Mondrian 

has been a great source for one of the pervasive ideas in much of our art – the idea of detachment – an art which 

has been urged towards autonomy.” iii He went on to say this represented the opposite of his own feelings on the 

subject and that for him the purest of all creative expression lies in embracing our own humanity. Kitaj believed 

that attachment to emotional sensitivity is where the authentic voice of the artist resides. 

As a British artist with a love of painting the human figure, Kitaj’s ideas resonate with me, and so in 2017 I 

decided to produce a new body of work which adheres to the ideas he set out in The Human Clay. In doing so I 

hope I am creating works of art which somehow capture a feeling for the people depicted. I believe I am, and can 

sense this with some of the completed works, yet I also notice it is something which doesn’t come across when the 

finished pictures are photographed. It is as if that aspect of them is removed in reproduction. This is something 







Walter Benjamin wrote about in his 1936 essay The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, in 

which he argued that the “sphere of authenticity is out-side the technical” which makes the original artwork 

independent of the copy. He went on to say that in the act of reproduction something is removed from the 

original by this change in context. This he described as the “aura” of the work which he defined by “its presence 

in time and space, its unique existence at the place where it happens to be.” I would agree with this and feel that 

the “aura” is an integral part of an artwork and its creation, it is something central to being an artist.

By approaching the past with this new group of drawings and paintings I am deliberately setting out to ignore the 

trends of fashion and instead to seek to meditate on my feelings around the subjects I choose rather than merely 

describe them. Psychoanalysts such as Marion Milner and Donald Winnicott argue that we experience the world 

directly through our emotions. We then process these slowly and intellectually to come to some kind of 

understanding of our place within it. In 1953 Winnicott coined the term “transitional object” to describe the 

blankets and soft toys to which children often develop intense attachments. Subsequent theorists have expanded 

on this idea to describe a child’s attachment to transitional objects as the growth of a process which gives rise to 

the birth of memory, development of symbolization and creativity. It seems to me that photographs can act in a 

way as a very sophisticated kind of transitional object which is then evolved much further in the act of drawing 

and painting. In this way a work of art can occupy a space somewhere between the attachment to emotional 

sensitivity Kitaj sought and the “life substitute” Mondrian desired.

For my own subjects I have chosen close family and friends and invited each of them to be photographed 

separately at my home, each under exactly the same lighting conditions. I enjoy the use of photography as it 

enables me to feel close to the masters of the past who I admire like Holbein, Vermeer and Velázquez who made 

extensive use of the camera obscura. iv The photographs I take act as a source material for the drawings, 

alongside my experience of being with the subjects themselves. In the subsequent process of drawing I do not 

seek to mimic the photographic reference material, but instead strive towards capturing a feeling I hold for each 

person. Where this works, the result for me becomes a kind of transitional art object.

The sense of the hand of the artist being a visible aspect in enabling the production of each work is also 

important to me, as it seems to help create a sense of the picture as both a transitional and transcendent object. It 

is as if the artwork itself somehow manages to capture the period of emotion and meditation of the time of its 

making. This theory is also embedded in the traditional eastern techniques of ink painting, where artists respond 

spiritually through their work to the world they see around themselves. Over the course of the past two years I 

have made four separate visits to China and met with many interesting and exciting artists. While I have noticed 

many similarities in our common language, I have also noticed a key difference. My own work up to this period 

has mostly held a conceptual element, in that I explore an idea or social issue through a series of pictures before 

moving on to the next project, whilst Chinese artists tend to offer individual works of art which are much more 

about the poetry of the single moment. The Chinese approach seems to me to be a purer one and more in touch 

with the origins of art. This is further enhanced in traditional ink painting which deliberately leaves large areas of 

the paper blank so that the viewer may approach the work of art with voids left free for their own feelings and 

sensitivities to enter alongside those of the artist. This belief greatly appeals to me as it enables a work of art to







become a union of emotional meditation around the subject between the artist and the audience.

In my newer works I am setting out to assimilate some of these thoughts and feelings. I am aiming to integrate an 

aspect of traditional Chinese approaches to image making as well as returning to Kitaj’s view of the single 

human figure as a means of unearthing sacred human experience. In doing so I hope that my drawings and 

paintings will move beyond autonomy and touch the “aura” of the authentic described by Walter Benjamin, 

exploring the “presence in time and space” of both the person depicted and the art object itself.

Robert Priseman 2018

Notes:

Each work presents a single human figure on a single sheet of paper measuring 594 x 420 mm (A2). The paper is 140lb Daler-Rowney

Langton watercolour paper and has been produced using 2H, HB, B, 2B, 4B and 6B Staedtler Mars Lumograph pencils. This has been 

further enabled by the use of Staedtler Mars plastic 526 50 erasers, Winsor & Newton medium kneaded putty rubbers, Winsor & Newton 

Artists’ Fixative, an American Line Smart-Grip 9mm snap-off knife and a Swann Morton scalpel with #11 blade.

I began using Staedtler Mars Lumograph pencils in 1984 and have maintained and refined the same practice for drawing ever since. With 

each drawing I first create a delicate outline depicted in 2H. Then, I work a flat and consistent tone over the whole area before working in 

the detailed dark shaded areas. I then go back over the surface of the dark areas with the 2H pencil before applying fixative and then 

picking out highlights with a scalpel.
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